Let F and <j> respectively be the free group and the free metabelian group of rank q. Let ^" be the nth group of the lower central series of <f>. We show that, for q > 3 and for any positive integer n, every automorphism of <j>l<j>", which is induced by an automorphism of (f>, is induced by an automorphism of F. This reopens the question of whether every automorphism of <f> is induced by an automorphism of Fif q > 3.
I. Introduction. Bachmuth [2] raised the question of whether every automorphism of a free metabelian group <j> of rank q is induced by an automorphism of the free group F of the same rank q. For the case q = 2, Bachmuth [1, corollary to Theorem 2] showed that the answer is yes. If q = 3, I proved that the answer is no [3, Theorem 2] . In fact, the mapping is an automorphism of <f> which is not induced by an automorphism of F. In a certain sense, however, /u is the only additional automorphism necessary. I.e., for an arbitrary positive integer n, every automorphism of <f>l<f>n which is induced by an automorphism of </> is induced by an automorphism of </> of the form a//, where a is induced by an automorphism of F, and e = 0 or 1 [3, p. 629 ].
In the present paper, we consider the case q 4. While we are not able to determine whether or not every automorphism of <f> is induced by an automorphism of F, we prove that the analog of the automorphism [x no longer plays a significant role. In fact, we prove the following:
Theorem.
If <f> is free metabelian of rank q ^ 4, and if n is any positive integer, then every automorphism of <f>j<f>n which is induced by an automorphism of (j> is induced by an automorphism of the free group F of rank q.
[January II. Notation and preliminaries.
We will denote the free metabelian group of rank q by <f>, and the free group of rank q by F.
If G is any group, Gn will denote the nth group of the lower central series of G. G = G, 2 G2 = G' 2 G3 2 G4 2 • • •.
The group of automorphisms of G\Gn which induce the identity automorphism of G/Gm will be denoted by A(G/Gn; GjGm). The subgroup of A(GjGn; G/Gm) consisting of those automorphisms which are induced by automorphisms of G will be denoted by A * (G/G"; G/G J. And A * (G/G")
will denote the group of automorphisms of G\Gn which are induced by automorphisms of G. The group A(G; G/G2) will be called the IA automorphisms of G, since they induce the identity automorphism on the abelianized quotient group. The group of IA automorphisms of F will be denoted by K. If* X\, •• •, x9 are are a set of free generators for F, then Magnus [4] and Nielsen [5] showed that K is generated by the automorphismŝ A(<f>/<f>n; <f>l<f>n-i)> it is sufficient to determine those terms in each atj which involve ak for k > j. Since all terms are of degree n -2, the number of possible terms for a given atj is the number of ways we can place q -1 spaces among a row of n -2 objects = (nqli3). The number of terms which involve no ak with k > y is (n+ii~3). Therefore, there are 4((";-73)-("^73))-<»-<;:;3)
terms that must be determined. So A{<f>jcf>n; </>/</>"_!) is free abelian of rank q(n -2)(n~arl23). This was also proved by Bachmuth [2, Lemma 3] .
If we now turn our attention to A*{4>j<f>n; <£/<£n_i), n \~t 4, condition (c) must hold so that not all the matrices included above are possible. By condition (b), am cannot involve the term a"~2, so the fact that the trace is 0 implies that whether or not aa_-yiq_x involves <j"~2 is already determined by the first q -2 diagonal terms. Thus one degree of freedom is destroyed. Also, by condition (c), am is determined by the other diagonal terms. This places certain constraints on the terms of the last row. Since there are (n£V) -1 possible terms involved in agv, Ct-i*) -1 additional degrees of freedom are destroyed. Therefore, A*{<pj(f>n; $\$n-\) is free abelian of rank q(n -2)("+V) -("a-t3)-This again agrees with a result of Bachmuth [2, Theorem 2].
III. The main result. The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem.
If <f> is free metabelian of rank q ~~t 4, then for every positive integer n.
This theorem gives rise to the following corollaries. Corollary 1. A*(<j>\j>n\ $\<p2) e K*,for all n ~\± 3.
Corollary 2. If <f> is free metabelian of rank q\\\\A, then, for every positive integer n, every automorphism of 4>j<f>n which is induced by an automorphism of cf> is induced by an automorphism of the free group F of rank q. Corollary 1 follows from the theorem since if a e A*(<f>/<f>n; <f>l<f>%) then a can be expressed in the form where Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1 and the fact that </>/</>2 ^ F/F2. To prove the theorem, let us consider certain types of matrices M = I + (atj), where I is the unit matrix.
Type A. ai} = 0 for all i,j except / = r,j = s, t, where r ^ s, r ^ t, s < /; ars is a monomial which involves at but no higher indexed a except possibly a'l; art = (-arsa^at.
Type B. ai} = 0 for all i,j except i = r, s,j = r, s; arr = tfjlof, a ^ 1, ß •> l;a" L -a"; aTS = -ot^of"1; asr = of1^1-Ty/?e C.
= 0 for all i,y except i = r, s,j -r,s,t; arr is a monomial involving at; ass = -a"; ars = a"; asr = ass; art = -a"(ar + as)jat; aat = -art. Type D. aa = 0 for all i,jexcept i = r,j = r, s; a" = ±as; ars = ar.
If M = I + (aij), and N = I + (b^) represent elements a and ß in A*(a>jq>n;<f>l<pn_d, then 7 + (a<3) + represents a/5. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove the following lemma:
Lemma. For each positive integer n, every possible matrix of types A, B, C, or D, with terms of degree n is in K*.
(Note that there are no matrices of Type B if n -1, and that if n > 1 there are no matrices of Type D.)
The theorem follows easily from the lemma, since any matrix in A*(<j>l(f>n+2; 4>l4>n+i) can De built up by first using matrices of Types B, C, and D to give us the diagonal terms and then using matrices of Type A to fix up the nondiagonal terms starting with the first column and progressively working our way to the last. Proof of the lemma. We will proceed by induction on n.
For n = 1, {Lerst} takes care of all matrices of Type A, {K^} takes care of all matrices of Type D, and {(K~t Lrt]Ljr]KstY} takes care of all matrices of Type C. Thus any matrix in A*(<f>l<f>3; 4>j<p2) is in K* = K*.
(Note that the only case in which any reduction mod /2 has to be done is for matrices of Type D in which the diagonal term is 1 + as, in which case K~s must be reduced mod/2. However, such a matrix cannot itself represent an automorphism of <f>, since its determinant is not a unit. Therefore, all matrices of the above types which do represent IA automorphisms of <f> are in K*.) Suppose the lemma is true for n ^ k -1. We want to prove it is true for n = k.
Let us begin with any matrix M of Type A in which r = 1, s = 1, t = q, and with a12 of degree k. There are two cases to consider. Case 1. The largest indexed a which divides alQ also divides a12, but is not Cj. (Suppose the a in question is ap; p may equal q, but p ^ 1.)
Let N = I + {bu), where b12 = (-a^fc,,, bl0 = (-au)jap, and bu = 0 otherwise. Then Ais of Type A and degree k -1, so by the induction hypothesis N e K*^. But it is easily verified that M = K^NK^N^1; so M e K*.
Case 2. The largest indexed a which divides alQ is either cr, or else does not divide al2.
But since a12a2 = -alQag, and since k > 1, this can only happen if So far we have shown that certain matrices of Type A and degree k are in K*. But all other matrices of Type A and degree k can be obtained from these by performing the proper permutation on the subscripts, rows, and columns. Suppose M' can be obtained from M by performing the permutation 7T on the subscripts, rows, and columns of M; and suppose that M is equal to some word w(KH, Lijk) in the Ki} and Lijk. Then Therefore, all matrices of Type A and degree k are in K*.
In considering matrices M of Type B, let us begin with one for which r = 1, s = q. Recall that on = a\aßq, alQ = -o-1+1o-^~1, aqq = -crfcrjf, and aql = (Ti_1(T^+1 are the only nonzero terms, and that a ^ 1, ß > I. Again we consider cases. Case 1. ß]>2. In this case, let N = I + (bu), where bn = afa^'1, blQ = -af+1(Tq~2, bql = aT1^, bqq = -o-fo^-1, and all other hu are zero. A is a matrix of Type B and degree k -1, and so by induction N e K*_x.
But M = NKTgN^K^, so M e Kf.
Case 2. ß = I, a \\t 2. This case is analogous to Case 1, with N chosen so that blx = o-rM, blQ = -alap-\ bqq = -of"1^, and bql = aT2oßq+\
Again N e and M = NK'lN-1^, so M e Kt- Applying the proper permutations will now give us all matrices of Type C, and hence the lemma and the theorem are proven.
(Note that in dealing with Type C matrices, we had to resort to reducing mod Jk+1. This means that if we consider matrices of Type C and degree k as being automorphisms of </> (which we can do since the determinant is 1) rather than of q>l<f>k+2, then we cannot immediately conclude that they are in K*. Since the matrices of Types A, B, C, and D are in some sense building blocks, a first step towards proving that A{<j>; 4>/<f>') =K* might be to show that all matrices of Types A, B, C, and D which represent automorphisms of <f> are in K*. While we have shown that this is true for matrices of Types A, B, and D, the discussion above makes us skeptical about whether it is true for matrices of Type C. In particular, we have been unable to discover whether the matrix of Type C and degree 2 given by r = 1, s = q, t = 2, and au = axa2 is in J^*. We conjecture that it is not, and that therefore A(<f>; ^>/^') ¥^ K*, even for q 4. If this conjecture turns out to be correct, then we would also conjecture that A((f>; <j>l<p') is in fact not finitely generated.) induced automorphisms of free metabelian groups
